2021 -22 Academic year “Bridge Course” in Physical Education literary structure

10 standard “BANDHA” programme activity
th

DESIRED
LEARNING

LEARNING
MATERIALS

COUNSELLING ACTIVITY

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY MANAGAMENT

Day 01
1. Volleyball
pass and
service

Practical
 Under hand

service
 Under hand



Teacher demonstrate under
hand pass and under hand
service

pass

1

 Teacher demonstrate two skills first followed by the

students by dividing into two groups

Day 02
2. Holding
the

Practical
Hockey

o Teachers explain the students how to hold the stick,

Holding the Hockey stick

Hold the stick

The end of the stick if firmly held in open grip the stick

hockey

is held with right hand in a loose manner left hand

stick and

makes the stick to turn and it is controlled by the right

stance

hand

Holding the
hockey stick and
stance
Holding the hockey stick and
stance
Day 3
3. Straight
push and
straight
stop

Practical
o

Straight

o Straight push in hockey

push in

Demonstration by the teacher to the students to learn how to
execute the skill of straight push and straight stop

hockey

o Straight
stop

o Straight stop in hockey
(straight push)
2

5 mts distance

Day 04

theory



Learning

Drawing the hockey court and

Teachers draw a diagram of hockey court and its dimension

hockey court and

the hockey

dimensions

on black board to teach the students and make to write in their

the equipments

court and

book

the

Displaying the pictures related to hockey court/ equipments

equipments

ask

Learning the



Introducing
hockey
equipments
equipments

3

the

students

to

identify

and

make

a

list.

Day 05
Difference

theory
A. Difference

•

Write down the difference

between

between

between yogasana and

yogasana and

yogasana

exercise

exercise and to

and

know the

exercise

meaning of the

•

•

exercises,

differences are identified and written by the students
•

Puraka, rechaka and

Displaying the pictures of yoga and

Teachers demonstrate the terms puraka , rechaka and
kumbaka and make students to repeat the same

kumbaka

B. Terms

workd

related to

associated with

pranayama

pranayama

Puraka,
rechaka
and
kumbaka

Day 06
 Basket

theory
 Basket ball

 Basket ball court

Teacher draw the basketball court and measurements on a

ball court

court and

black board to teach students are made to write down on

and

dimesions

their books.

dimesions
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Day 07

theory

Learning basket
ballequipments
and its rules

Equipments used
in basket ball
Rules of basket
ball

List of basketball equipments

Displaying the equipments of basket ball by the teacher in the
class. Students identify and list out the equipments in a book
Displaying the equipments of basket ball

Students identify and list out the equipments in a book

List of the rules in the game

Teacher explain the rules of the basketball make the students
to list out in the book.

Teacher explain the rules of the basketball make the students

Day 08
Learning
basketball
skills
Dribbling
overhead
pass
shooting

by the teacher in the

practical

Basket ball
dribbling

Basket ball
dribbling

teacher facilitate the students by demonstrating
dribbling to learn
teacher

facilitate

the

students

by

demonstrating

10

5

ೕ

the

skill

Teacher will execute

the

skill

over head pass first and insist the students to do the same
Over head pass

Executing

skill by dividing the teams

the overhead
pass

Shooting

shooting
Day 9

practical

Learning

Short service

Short service

Teacher facilitate the students by demonstrating the skill to

the skill

Long service

Long service

learn.

short
service and
long
service
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Day 10
Learning

practical
Dropping

Dropping

Teacher assembles the students in badminton court to

the skill

demonstrate the skill dropping and receiving, and explains

dropping

when the opponent is at the back of the court the art of

and

skillfully placing the shuttle near the front of the court in such a

receiving in

way that its drops suddenly to the floor. While the receiving

badminton

player should observe the
speed of the shuttle and
position of the opponent
before sending back the
Recieving

shuttle.
Receiving

Day 11

Theory
7

Learning

Javelin throw sector

javelin

Javelin throw sector

Teacher draw the javelin throw sector and measurements on

.

a black board to teach students are made to write down on

throw

their books.

sector,
basic rules
of javelin

Basic rules of javelin

Javelin throw
Through demonstrating the javelin throw, teach and facilitate
the student learning
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Day 12
Marking the run

practical
Check mark.

Check mark in run way

Teacher demonstrate the javelin thrower marking the distance

way of javelin

of take off in run way by his force and speed.

and teaching the

Teacher will execute the grip in javelin throw and make the

skill grip

The Grip

The Grip

students to follow and practice.

Day 13

practical

Carrying the

Initial start

Initial start

By observing the number of students and the precautionary

javelin,

Carrying of javelin

Carrying of javelin

measures teacher demonstrate the javelin throw follow safely

.

and practice

taking steps to
execute the
throw
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Day 14

practical

Execution of

Five steps

Holding javelin and five steps

holding javelin

execution

execution

Dividing the students into teams with provision of javelin make
them practice to execute 5 steps

and taking steps

Day 15

practical

Learning

Prashavakona

Prashavakona asana

In a pleasant atmosphere by following

systematic

Prashavakona

asana

Urdvahasthothanasana

preparation teacher demonstrate and explain step by step for

asana

Urdvahasthothana

the execution of asanas by the students

Urdvahasthothan sana
asana
day 16

practical

Learning

parivruthatrikonaa

parivruthatrikonaasana

In a pleasant atmosphere by following

parivruthatrikona

sana

Ardhachakrasana

preparation teacher demonstrate and explain step by step for

asana

Ardhachakrasana

the execution of asanas by the students

Ardhachakrasan
a

10

systematic

Day 17
Developing

practical
Dahinebaaye

Dahinebaayehaathkiharkat

According to the number of available students make them

neuro muscular

stand in lane,

then execute dahinebaayehaathkiharkat by

coordination by

count, followed by contionously. Make students to practice by

N D S lezium

count and continuous.

Day 18
.

practical
Dahinebaayepaav

Dahinebaayepaavkiharkat

Suggested activity demonstrate by the teacher followed by the

kiharkat

students to practice.

Day 19

practical
Aagekiharkath

Aagekiharkath

Suggested activity demonstrate by the teacher followed by the
students to practice.

Day 20

practical
Juknaaharkath

Juknaaharkath

Suggested activity demonstrate by the teacher followed by the
students to practice.
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Day 21

theory

National flag,

National flag

colours and

colours

National flag structure

Teacher draw national flag on the black board and explain the
importance of colours and ashoka chakra. And make children

ashoka chakra

to draw in their books and learn
Providing information about the
Ashoka chakra

ashoka chakra

Day 22

theory

Learning

Learning to sing

Learning to sing national anthem

Teacher sing national anthem rhythmically to the students

national anthem

national anthem

rythmically.

andmake them sing.

rythmically

rythmically.

Use the below given link to listen national anthem
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtMF973tXIY

Day 23

theory

Uses and

Nutritious

benefits of raw

vegetable

*List of nutritious vegetables

Teacher display the raw vegetable pictures and explain the
nutritients in it.

vegetables in

Tell them to make a list of raw vegetables which have more

nutritious food

nutritious.
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Day 24

theory

Benefits of open

Benefits of open

air activities

air activities

List of open air activities

Teacher explains the benefits of open air activities to the
students and tell them to list out the benefits.

Day 25

Theory

Benefits derived

Knowing the

from using

benefits of

gymnasium

gymnasiums

List out the benefits of gymnasiums

Teacher faciltitate the benefits of practicing in gymnasiums
make the students to list out the uses for learning.

before after
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Day 26

Theory

Benefits of

Aerobic centres

Benefits of aerobic centres.

aerobic centres

Executing with

Exercises with music

Executing with

count and music

While executing the aerobic activity, follow the count and
music rythmically
use the below link to watch the videos

count and music

1)https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwFehhdd9P0
2.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=965qZScyVVI

Day 27

Theory

Procedure of first Treatment for
aid in burn

Demonstration for treating burns

burns

Imagine a student got burns and explain the way of treating
the burns to the class.

situations

Day 28
Reasons for

Theory
Losing

First aid for unconsciousness

unconsciousness consciousness,

Imagine a student is unconscious and explain and
demonstrate the way of treating the unconsciousness to the
class.
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Day 29
Treating when

Theory
First aid

person is
posioned

demonstration

Imagine a student is posioned and explain and demonstrate

treatment to the poisoned person

the way of treating the poisoned person and facilitate students

treatmentforposion

learning

ing

Day 30

practical

Teaching the Defensive techniques

Techniques in

Teacher demonstrate the defensive techniques and divides the team themselves

Defensive

handball

and make them to do the same

in handball

techniques
in handball
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